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We calculate the effect of spin waves on the properties of finite size spin chains with a chiral spin
ground state observed on bi-atomic Fe chains deposited on Iridium(001). The system is described
with a Heisenberg model supplemented with a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) coupling and a uniaxial
single ion anisotropy that presents a chiral spin ground state. Spin waves are studied using the
Holstein-Primakoff (HP) boson representation of spin operators. Both the renormalized ground
state and the elementary excitations are found by means of Bogoliubov transformation, as a function
of the two variables that can be controlled experimentally, the applied magnetic field and the chain
length. Three main results are found. First, because of the non-collinear nature of the classical
ground state, there is a significant zero point reduction of the ground state magnetization of the
spin spiral. Second, the two lowest energy spin waves are edge modes in the spin spiral state that,
above a critical field the results into a collinear ferromagnetic ground state, become confined bulk
modes. Third, in the spin spiral state, the spin wave spectrum exhibits oscillatory behavior as
function of the chain length with the same period of the spin helix.
PACS numbers: 74.50.+r,03.75.Lm,75.30.Ds
I. INTRODUCTION
Because of the possibility of engineering and prob-
ing spin chains, atom by atom, using scanning tunnel-
ing microscope,1–6 the study of spin chains is not only a
crucial branch in the study strong correlations and quan-
tum magnetism7,8, but also a frontier in the research of
atomic scale spintronics.9 Spin chains display a vast array
of different magnetic states depending on the interplay
between spin interactions, size of the chain and their dis-
sipative coupling to the environment. Thus, experiments
reveal that different spin chains can behave like quan-
tum antiferromagnets,1 classical antiferromagnets,3,6 and
classical spin spirals.4 When quantum fluctuations do not
quench the atomic magnetic moment, classical informa-
tion can be stored and manipulated in atomically engi-
neered spin chains. Thus, classical Ne´el states can be
used to store a bit of information6 and the implementa-
tion of the NAND gate with two antiferromagnetic spin
chains3 have been demonstrated.
Spin waves are relevant excitations in systems that dis-
play a ground state with well defined atomic spin mag-
netic moments, such as ferromagnets, antiferromagnetic
Ne´el states, spin spiral states, and skyrmions. Here we
∗Permanent Address: Departamento de F´ısica Aplicada, Universi-
dad de Alicante
study the spin waves of finite size spin chains that present
a classical spin spiral ground state. Spin waves have been
studied in a variety of finite size systems, including spin
chains with ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ground
states,10,11 as well as in skyrmions.12 Our work is mo-
tivated by the recent experimental observation of a sta-
bilized noncollinear chiral ground states in chains of Fe
pairs deposited on Ir(001)4 (see Fig. 1). This system13
has attracted interest both because of the non-trivial
interplay between structure and magnetic coupling,14,15
and because a local perturbation in one side of the chain
affects the spin state globally, as a consequence of long
range spin,16 as in the case of antiferromagnetically cou-
pled spin chains.3 The robustness of spin spiral states
against formation of domain walls is also considered an
advantage.4
Our interest on the spin waves in this system is
twofold. First, spin excitations of spin chains, includ-
ing spin waves, could be probed by means of inelas-
tic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS),1,17–19 which
would provide an additional experimental characteriza-
tion of the system, complementary to spin polarized
magnetometry.20 Second, spin waves are a source of
quantum noise that sets a limit to the capability of send-
ing spin information along the chain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion II we briefly discuss the fundamentals of the spin
spiral state ground state and the Hamiltonian used to
describe it. In section III we discuss the method to com-
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2pute the spin wave excitations. In section IV we present
the results of our numerical calculations. In section V we
summarize our main conclusions.
II. SPIN SPIRAL HAMILTONIAN
Short range isotropic Heisenberg exchange naturally
yields collinear spin alignments, either ferro or anti-
ferromagnetic. The competition with a spin coupling
that promotes perpendicular alignment, such as the an-
tisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction21,22
EDM =
∑
i,jDi,j · (Si × Sj), naturally results in a non-
collinear spin alignment between first neighbors in the
plane normal to Di,j . In one dimensional systems the
DM term leads to a spin spiral states and in two dimen-
sions promotes the formation of skyrmions.23 For the spin
chains considered here, the vector Di,j = (0, D, 0) is the
same for all couplings and lies along the yˆ direction, per-
pendicular to the chain axis zˆ (see Fig. 1). In these
situations, any global rotation of the spin spiral in the
(xz) plane would result in a state with the same energy.
This large degeneracy is broken by the presence of single
ion uniaxial anisotropy term that results in a preferred
axis so that there are only two classical ground states. In
addition, the uniaxial anisotropy term distorts the spiral,
preventing a uniform rotation angle along the chain. Fi-
nally, the application of a magnetic field B along the
xˆ direction (perpendicular both to the chain axis and
to ~D) can further break the symmetry, resulting in a
unique ground state. These four terms are included in
the Hamiltonian:
H = −
∑
<i,j>
Ji,jSi · Sj +
∑
<i,j>
Di,j · (Si × Sj)
+gµBB ·
∑
i
Si −K
∑
i
(Sxi )
2, (1)
We study two types of chains. First we consider a toy
model of a mono strand chain, with first neighbor cou-
plings only, S = 2 and D = J = 1 meV and K = 2 meV.
Then we move to a more realistic description of the di-
atomic Fe chains,4 that includes couplings up to sixth
neighbors, obtained from DFT calculations. In both
cases the classical ground state is calculated by minimiz-
ing the energy as a function of the magnetic configura-
tion, defined by the orientation of the magnetic moments
~Si, that are treated as classical vectors whose lengths re-
main fixed. The solutions are represented in the Figs. 1
and 2.
III. CALCULATION OF SPIN WAVES
The exact numerical diagonalization of the Hamilto-
nian (1), that would yield the spin excitations, it is only
possible in systems with a small number of atoms. There-
fore, we use the spin wave approximation. The calcula-
tion of the spin wave spectrum of the finite size chains
FIG. 1: Schematic classical ground-state for the mono strand
(top) and the diatomic (bottom) chains. The parameters used
in the calculation are given in the text. In both cases a mag-
netic field of 2T along the (1, 0, 0) direction is applied.
is based on the representation of the spin operators in
terms of Holstein Primakoff (HP) bosons:8,24
Si · ~Ωi = S − a†iai, (2)
S+i =
√
2S − ni ai, (3)
S−i = a
†
i
√
2S − ni (4)
where ~Ωi is the spin direction of the classical ground
state on the position i and a†i is a bosonic creation oper-
ator and ni = a
†
iai is the boson number operator. The
operator ni measures the deviation of the system from
the classical ground state.
The essence of the spin wave calculation is to replace
the spin operators in Eq. (1) by the HP representation
and the truncation up to quadratic order in the bosonic
operators. Terms linear in the bosonic operators vanish
when the expansion is done around the correct classi-
cal ground state. This approach has been widely used
in the calculations of spin waves for ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic ground states.7,8 A generalized tech-
nique for HP approach in non-collinear systems has been
developed.25 After a lengthy calculation detailed in the
appendix, we obtain the following spin wave Hamilto-
nian:
HSW =
∑
i
mia
†
iai + µia
†
ia
†
i + h.c.
+
∑
<i,j>
ti,ja
†
iaj + τi,ja
†
ia
†
j + h.c. (5)
The specific values of elements ti,j , τi,j , mi and µi in
the spin-wave Hamiltonian depend on the parameters of
the interactions explicitly and implicitly by the classi-
cal ground state in the corresponding sites. These are
3calculated in the appendix. In the case of a collinear fer-
romagnetic ground state, the anomalous terms that do
not conserve the boson number vanish: τi,j = µi = 0 . In
general, in a non-collinear ground state, the anomalous
terms are different from zero and the magnon number
is no longer a conserved quantity. In these cases a Bo-
goliubov approach is needed in order to diagonalize the
Hamiltonian. We undertake such task following the al-
gorithm described in Ref. 26. By so doing, we can write
the Hamiltonian (5) in the form:
HSW =
[
χ† χ˜
]
H¯
[
χ
χ˜†
]
− 1
2
Tr[H¯] (6)
where χ† = [a†1 a
†
2 . . . a
†
N
]. The Hermitian matrix H¯ is a
2N × 2N Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian that must
be diagonalized in terms of paraunitary transformation
matrix26 T . This yields the diagonal form:
HSW =
[
ζ† ζ˜
] 1
2
[
ω¯ 0N×N
0N×N ω¯
] [
ζ
ζ˜†
]
(7)
where ω¯ is a N ×N diagonal matrix with the spin wave
spectrum ωη and ζ
† = [α†1 α
†
2 · · ·α†N ] are the opera-
tors that create the corresponding spin wave excitations.
Their relation to the original HP bosons is:[
ζ
ζ˜†
]
= T
[
χ
χ˜†
]
(8)
Thus, the ground state is defined by: αj |GS〉 = 0 for all j
and, in general, is not the same than the classical ground
state. For a given magnonic state |ψη〉 ≡ α†η|GS〉, the
deviation from the classical ground state at site i is given
by ρi,η = 〈ψη|a†iai|ψη〉. Importantly, this quantity is non-
zero even in the ground state, ρi,GS = 〈GS|a†iai|GS〉, re-
flecting the zero-point quantum fluctuations that are a
consequence of a noncollinear classical ground state and
lead to a reduction of the magnetization along the clas-
sical direction (see eq. 2).
IV. RESULTS
We now apply the formalism of the previous section
to compute the spin waves of finite size chains with spin
spiral ground states. This method has been applied to
infinite crystals, providing the spin wave dispersion ω(q)
associated to spin spirals.27
A. First nearest neighbor interaction monostrand
chain.
We address first the case of a simple chain with first
nearest neighbors exchange and DM interactions. In
spite of its simplicity, we shall see that this simple model
captures the essence of the physical behavior of the spin
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FIG. 2: Projections of the classical ground state ~Ωi over the xˆ
(dashed blue) and the zˆ (solid red) directions for the monos-
trand chain with first nearest neighbor interactions. In this
case we take B = 1T , J = D = 1 meV.
waves in the more realistic case described in the next
subsection. The first step is to calculate the classical
ground state. For a given choice of Hamiltonian parame-
ters, the ground state is found either by a self-consistent
minimization procedure or by classical Monte Carlo. The
ground state of the mono strand chain is shown Fig. 1a
and also in Fig. 2, for uniaxial anisotropy K = 2 meV,
S = 2, and J = D = 1 meV. It is apparent that, because
of the single ion anisotropy term, the spin spiral is dis-
torted. The choice of ~D = (0, D, 0) yields a spin spiral in
the xz plane. The period of the spiral is approximately 7
atoms, slightly shorter than the result obtained from the
case without anisotropy (2pi/ arctan(DJ )).
Once the classical ground state is determined, the
problem is reduced to diagonalize the Hamiltonian in Eq.
(5). This is achieved using the Bogoliubov-de Gennes
prescription described in the previous section. We fo-
cus on the spin wave spectrum of finite size chains with
N = 30 sites. In figure 3a, we show the evolution of the
five lowest energy modes as a function of the applied field
B, applied along the easy axis (xˆ). The abrupt change in
the spectrum at fields near 2 T corresponds to a drastic
modification of the ground state from helical to ferro-
magnetic order. This can be seen in Fig. 3(b) where we
show the dependence of the net magnetization along the
x axis for the classical ground state as function of field.
The jump in the spin wave spectrum takes place at the
same field than the jump in the magnetization.
In Figs. 3c and 3d we show the expectation value
of the HP boson occupation number 〈a†iai〉 calculated
within the spin wave vacuum (Fig 3c) and the lowest
energy spin wave state (Fig. 3d) as a function of both
the applied field (vertical axis) and chain site (horizontal
axis). The first thing to notice is that, in the spin spi-
ral state, the quantum spin fluctuations are present even
in the ground state. These fluctuations disappear in the
FM ground state. The ground state fluctuations present
an oscillation across the chain, commensurate with the
spin spiral. The character of the first excited spin wave
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FIG. 3: Magnonic excitation analysis for the monostrand
nearest neighbor interaction chain as function of magnetic
fields along x axis. a) Energies for the first five excited states
a), dependence of the net spin along the x axis for the classi-
cal ground state b), and magnonic occupation on the ground
state c) and the firs excited state d). In these plots, black
stands for null 〈a†iai〉 and white for maximal fluctuation.
also changes from a edge mode in the spin spiral, to a
extended state with a magnon density proportional to
sin[pi iN ].
B. Real Fe bi-atomic chain on Ir(001).
We now compute the spin wave spectrum of the
bi-atomic Fe chains, described with a realistic spin
Hamiltonian, obtained by fitting DFT calculations, fur-
ther validated by comparison with the experimental
observations.4 The exchange and DM parameters so ob-
tained include interactions up to the six nearest neighbors
(see table in the Appendix). Interestingly, the results for
the realistic model are qualitatively consistent with the
findings of the simpler toy model of the previous subsec-
tion. We consider a chain with N = 30 Fe dimers. The
ferromagnetic coupling inside a given Fe dimer is denoted
by Jp = 160 meV,
4 and is the dominant energy scale in
the problem. As a result, the spins in the dimer are par-
allel. The spin order along the chain is given by a spin
spiral with period 3, as shown in Fig. 1b.
In analogy with the results of the previous subsection,
in Fig. 4a we also show the evolution of the 5 lowest
energy spin waves as a function of the applied magnetic
field along the xˆ direction. These modes evolve smoothly
up to a critical field (B ∼ 28T) where an abrupt change
takes place, corresponding to a phase transition from the
helical state to a collinear ferromagnetic ground state.
This phase transition is also revealed in Fig. 4b, where
we show the total magnetization along the field direction
as a function of the field strength. Our calculations show
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FIG. 4: Magnonic excitation properties for a 30 sites bi-
atomic Fe chain on Ir(001) as a function of magnetic field
along x axis. Energies for the first five excited states a), de-
pendence of the net spin along the x axis for the classical
ground b), and magnonic occupation on the ground state c)
and the first excited state d). In these plots, black stands for
null 〈a†iai〉 and white for maximal fluctuation.
an abrupt change of behavior at the critical field.
In analogy with the results of previous subsection, in
Figs. 4c and 4d we show the expectation value of the HP
boson occupation number 〈a†iai〉 calculated within the
spin wave vacuum (Fig 4c) and the lowest energy spin
wave state (Fig. 4d) as a function of both the applied
field and chain site. In this case is also true that quantum
spin fluctuations are present even in the ground state and
disappear in the FM ground state. The main differences
between the two cases are the following. First, the mod-
ulation in the intensity of the quantum spin fluctuations
across the chain have a different period that corresponds
to the different wavelength of the spin spiral. Second, the
quantum spin fluctuations of the spin wave state in the
FM state (at high field) have a fine structure, compared
with their mono strand analogue, that arises from the
coupling beyond first neighbors.
We now discuss how the spin wave spectrum depends
on the other parameter that can be controlled experi-
mentally, namely, the number of dimers in the diatomic
chain, N . In fig. 5 we show the evolution of the 6 lowest
spin wave energies Eν as a function of N for the spin spi-
ral state (left panel) and the ferromagnetic state (right
panel). It is apparent that, for the spin spiral, the Eν
present oscillations commensurate with the period of the
spin spiral (3 dimers). The plot of Fig. 4d, together
with the evolution of these first two spin wave energies
as a function of N , suggest that they are edge modes.
Their splitting at small N arises from the hybridization
of the two edge modes. Therefore, a STM could excite
more easily the excitation of this mode when acting upon
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FIG. 5: Six lowest lying excitation energies as function of the
chain’s length for the spin spiral (left panel) and the ferro-
magnetic ground state (right panel). The calculation is 2T
and 32T respectively.
the edge atoms (something similar has been reported in
reference 19). Future work will determine if this could
result in an effective way to manipulate the spiral. In
contrast, as soon as N is significantly larger than the
range the exchange interactions, the evolution of the Eν
in the ferromagnetic case displays a monotonic decrease
as a function of N , consistent with the picture of confined
bulk modes.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the effect of spin wave excitations
on the magnetic properties of finite size spin spirals, as
those observed in recent experiments.4 We have consid-
ered both a simple model with one atom per unit cell and
first neighbors interactions as well as a more realistic4
model with up to sixth neighbor couplings and two atoms
in the unit cell. In both cases we find three interesting
results. First, application of a magnetic field results in
a phase transition from a spin spiral state at low field
to a ferromagnetic state above a critical field. Second,
the spin spiral ground state has zero point fluctuations
that induce a reduction of the magnetization. These zero
point fluctuations are absent in the ferromagnetic state.
Third, the two lowest energy spin waves of the spin spiral
are edge modes, in contrast to the bulk character of the
spin waves in the ferromagnetic case. Our findings could
be verified by means of inelastic electron tunneling spec-
troscopy. The existence of edge modes might provide a
tool to manipulate the spin spiral by means of selective
excitation of edge atoms with STM.
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Appendix A: Holstein-Primakoff Hamiltonian in
noncollinear ground state.
The HP representation of the spin operator discrimi-
nates one direction (see for instance Eq. 2) which is nor-
mally given by the magnetization of the classical ground
state. Here we describe the technical details related to
the use of HP bosons to compute the effective Hamilto-
nian in the case of non-collinear classical ground states.
For that matter, it is convenient to define a rotated local
coordinate system as follows:
eˆ1i = cos θi cosφi xˆ+ cos θi sinφi yˆ − sin θi zˆ
eˆ2i = eˆ
3
i × eˆ1i
~Ωi = eˆ
3
i = sin θi cosφi xˆ+ sin θi sinφi yˆ + cos θi zˆ
or, in a more compact form:
eˆiα = (R
i
α,β)
−1 rˆβ (A1)
where the angles θi and φi characterize the spin direction
on the classical ground state in the site i and rˆβ are the
cartesian axis. In this framework, the Hamiltonian (1) is
expressed as:
Hex =
∑
i,j
Ji,j ~Si · ~Sj
=
∑
i,j
Ji,j(~Si · eˆiα)(~Sj · eˆjβ)Riα,γRjβ,γ (A2)
HDM =
∑
i,j
~Di,j · ~Si × ~Sj
=
∑
i,j
(~Si · eˆiα)(~Sj · eˆjβ)Riα,γD¯γ,ηi,j Rjη,β (A3)
where we have defined D¯γ,ηi,j ≡ Dai,jγ,η,a and γ,η,a is the
Levi-Civita symbol and a sum over repeated indexes is
understood.
HA = −
∑
i,α
Kα(S
α
i )
2
= −
∑
i
(~Si · eˆiα)(~Si · eˆiβ)Riα,γK¯γ,ηi Riη,β (A4)
HZee = µs
∑
i,α
~Bi · ~Si = µs
∑
i
(~Si · eˆiα)Riα,γBγi (A5)
In the specific case considered here, where ~Di,j ‖ yˆ and
xˆ direction as anisotropic easy axis, we have:
D¯γ,ηi,j = Di,j(δγ,3δη,1 − δγ,1δν,3) (A6)
K¯γ,ηi = Ki δγ,1 δη,1 (A7)
6|i− j| 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ji,j(meV) 0.53 1.42 -0.12 -0.34 -0.29 0.37
Di,j(meV) 2.58 -2.77 -0.07 0.63 -0.36 -0.12
TABLE I: Exchange and DM constants extracted from fits to
the DFT calculations4
The derivation of the HP Hamiltonian of Eq. (5).
starts with the combined use of Eq. (2) and the expres-
sions:
S±i = ~Si · eˆ1 ± i ~Si · eˆ2 (A8)
S − ni = ~Si · ~Ωi (A9)
By inserting this in Eq. (A2A5), and keeping up to sec-
ond order terms in the bosonic operators a†, a, we are
able to write the effective spin wave Hamiltonian in the
form of Eq. (6), with:
H¯ =
[
A B
B∗ A∗
]
(A10)
whereA andB are 2N×2N hermitic and symetric matrix,
respectively. In the specific case of the diatomic chain,
the elements of the matrices A and B read:
Ai,j = δi,j
[
mi tp
tp mi
]
+ (1− δi,j)
[
ti,j 0
0 ti,j
]
Bi,j = δi,j
[
µi 0
0 µi
]
+ (1− δi,j)
[
τi,j 0
0 τi,j
]
where
mi =
S
2
6∑
j=−6
(Ji,i+j cos[θi − θi+j ] +Di,i+j sin[θi − θi+j ])
+
1
2
K(2S − 1− (3S − 2) cos2[θi]) + h
2
sin[θi]
+
S
2
Jp (A11)
where Jij and Dij stand for inter-dimer exchange and
DM coupling, K arises from the unaxial single atom
anisotropy and Jp stands for the intra-dimer ferromag-
netic exchange. The values for Jij and Dij are given in
table I.4 The other terms in matrices A and B are:
µi = −S
2
K
√
1 +
1
2S
cos2 θi
ti,j = −1
4
S(Ji,j(1 + cos[θi − θj ]) +Di,j sin [θi − θj ])
τi,j =
1
4
S(Ji,j(1− cos[θi − θj ])−Di,j sin [θi − θj ])
tp = −S
2
Jp (A12)
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